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Culture & Crafts Of Tribal Odisha (formerly Orissa)
January 16-31, 2023
with Adivasi Mela (tribal fair)

Bonda Woman, near Jeypore

Traveling through the state of Orissa is a blend of art, architecture and ancient cultures.
Odisha has the third highest concentration of tribal peoples in India. Because of the remoteness of the areas
where they live, the tribes are untouched by modern times. Each has a distinct language and pattern of social
and religious customs. Though they are economically challenged and have a very low rate of literacy, the
tribal groups possess highly developed artistic skills as seen in their body paintings, ornaments, weaving and
wall paintings. Music and dance also are an integral part of their ceremonies and seasonal festivals
A few years ago the Indian Government restricted foreign travelers from entering certain tribal villages that
our tour has visited in past years. Recently they have reversed their regulation and we are now able to visit
these villages, however we have to apply for permits in advance and the group will meet with the police
before entering the tribal areas. One can never predict if, at a later stage, the ban will be re-imposed. Please
do not take photos of anyone without permission.

Jan 16 Day 1: Arrival in Calcutta PM. You will be met & transfer to Kenilworth Hotel
Jan 17 Day 2: Calcutta/ Kenilworth Hotel (B,L)
Full day sightseeing. The name Calcutta is said to have been derived from the word Kalighat. Kali is regarded
as one of the principal deities of Bengal. Kolkatta was anglicized into Calcutta. Today the city has reverted to
its original name.
We depart at 830 am to the banks of the Hoogly River walking thru the tail end of the early morning lively
flower market. Afterwards, a 45 min drive to Dakshineshwar Temple. Then we continue to Kumartuli (potters
village), one of Mother Theresa's many homes for the underprivileged, the Victoria Memorial; and culminate
the day attending the evening puja at Kali Temple.
Dakhineshwar Temple was built in 1855 by Rani Rashmoni (1793-1861). This temple is associated with one
of India's greatest religious philosophers - Shri Ramakrishna Paramahansa (Gadadhar Chattopadhyay - 18361886). The main temple is dedicated to Goddess Kali. It has 12 smaller temples in the courtyard dedicated to
Shiva, Radha and Krishna. It is 25 km out side the town.
The village Kumartuli is the home of the kumars or potters who year round make the life size deities that are
worshipped throughout the year at festivals and pujas. Kali, the patron goddess of Calcutta, is usually seen in
her bloodthirsty form, garlanded with skulls.
Lunch at the wonderful restaurant 6, Ballygunge Place (Bengali cuisine).
This afternoon, a visit to Victoria Memorial, a white marble monument to Queen Victoria. A combination of
Italian Renaissance and Mughal architecture, it was the British attempt to replicate the Taj Mahal and is a
museum dedicated to the Raj.
This evening we go to Kalighat temple, the main Kali temple (Durga) in Calcutta, to observe the nightly
ceremony. Kali temple is located on the banks of the river Hooghly (Bhagirathi). The temple was built in 1809
on the site of a much older temple. It has been referred to in the Mansar Bhasan composed in the 15th
century and in Kavi Kankan Chandi of the 17th century. The Kalighat temple is considered one of the 52
Shakti Peethams of India, where the various parts of Sati's body are said to have fallen in the course of Shiva's
Rudra Tandava. Kalighat represents the site where the toes of the right foot of Shakti or Sati fell. Kali is
regarded as the destroyer or liberator and is depicted in a fearful form. Despite the terrifying form, she is
considered to deliver bliss to worshippers.
Jan 18 Day 3: Fly Calcutta-Vivag-Jeypore (230 km/5 hrs) / Hotel Jeypore (B,L,D)
Transfer to airport for flight 6E512 dep 1145, arrives 1425 to Vivag (Visakhapatnam). The original flight we
planned to take was cancelled so now there is not time to stop for lunch at a restaurant on arrival. We will
order box lunch, which your guide will give you on arrival in Vivag (the airline will not allow passengers to
carry on box lunch from Calcutta hotel). Take some fruit, bread/cheese from breakfast buffet to snack at the
airport while waiting to board the flight or one can buy snacks on board.
Upon arrival, we meet our guide and have a tour briefing during the drive to Jeypore. Arrival will be about
7:30-8 pm. We have alerted the hotel restaurant to have the dinner ready for you when you arrive.
Jeypore is the commercial nerve center of Rayagada District. Endowed with waterfalls and forests thronged
with colorful wildlife, has all the facilities to serve as a base for visiting places of interest in this area.
Jan 19 Day 4, Jeypore - Onukudelli - Jeypore (180 km) (Market Day – Thurs) / Hotel Hello Jeypore (B,L,D)
The area we visit today is the home of the estimated 6,000 members of the fierce Bondas (naked people) of
Tibetan-Burmese origin. They live in the remote hills and keep themselves isolated. They grow rice by
shifting cultivation and keep domesticated cows and goats.

The Bondas may only be seen when they come to trade at the local market. The Bonda women are identifiable
by their bead necklaces, striking brass and silver necklets and their shaved heads decorated with plaits of
palmyra leaves.
We will also visit the colorful Godabas, a Munda tribe who speak in the Austro-Asiatic dialect.
Jan 20 Day 5: Jeypore – Jagdalpur (Market Day - Fri at Kunduli) /Naman Heights (B,L,D)
We start the day with a 1.5 hr drive to the Kunduli Market en-route stop at a few Mali and Paraja villages.
We’ll have plenty of time to meander the market and take photos (2 hours).
En-route back to Jeypore we visit Jaganath Temple of Koraput where we can see the activities inside the
temple (similar to Puri). Photography not allowed. We also visit the tribal museum in Koraput. The museum
houses a collection of images and objects of tribal culture and traditions. Different types of sculptures, objects,
jewelry, images and anthropological items can be found here.
Return to hotel for lunch (in this area there are no decent restaurants outside the hotels).
After lunch drive 2 hrs to Jagdalpur. This evening tour the Palace of Bastar and the Anthropological Museum.
Based on availability, we may meet Mr. Harihara Bhanja Deo, uncle of the present Maharaja (king).
Jan 21 Day 6: Jagdalpur – Kondagaon – Jagdalpur (200 km / 5hrs) / Naman Heights (B,L,D)
Today, an excursion to Kondagaon village, a Dokra metal work village. Here you will visit SAATHI, an NGO
dedicated to the crafts and terracotta work. You can see the artisans at work. You will also visit a few Maria
tribal villages and Kumhar villages (earthen pot makers). Packed lunch will be carried today.
Jan 22 Day 7: Jagdalpur / Naman Heights (B,L,D)
This morning drive approx. 30 min to Nayanar Village, known for Bison Horn Muria Gondhs. They are named
for the head gear worn by the men during their spectacular dances. We will visit a few Gondh villages. Return
to hotel for lunch.
This afternoon drive to Chitrakoot to visit the waterfall on the Indravati River (Baster’s own Niagara Falls).
And see more Gond villages.
Jan 23 Day 8, Jagdalpur – Rayagada (250 km / 6 hrs) / Sai International (B,L,D)
Depart this morning driving to Rayagada, en-route visit Danteswari Mai Temple and Kotapada textile village
famous for vegetable dye textiles.
Lunch stop in Jeypore and continue to Rayagada with visits of a few Konadah Paraja villages along the way.
Jan 24 Day 9, Rayagada - Kothgarh - Rayagada (Market Day - Tuesday)/Hotel Sai International (B,L,D)
Today, an excursion to the Kothgarh tribal area to their weekly market. The most numerous ethic group, they
speak Kuvi, a language derived from the Dravidian strain of Southern India. Human sacrifice has now been
replaced with animal sacrifice, offering the blood to their supreme goddess represented by a piece of wood or
stone to ensure fertility of the soil. The members of this tribe still use bows and arrows to protect themselves
from wild animals. Return to Rayagada for overnight.
Jan 25 Day 10, Rayagada – Chatikona – Rayagada / Hotel Sai International (B,L,D)

A full day excursion to Chatikona (45 km one way) to the interesting weekly market Dongriya Kondh and
experience another tribe of Kondh. On the return to Rayagada, we visit the Jhingidi Craft Village (Dokra metal
work) and a few road-side villages. Packed lunch will be carried today.
(Dongariya Kondh Market Day - Wednesday) Dongariya Kondh is another group living in the Niyamagiri Hill
range of Kondhmala district. Once upon a time this group was known for the Maria sacrifice. To insure a good
harvest, they were sacrificing human beings, which was stopped before independence by the British govt. The
women & men decorate themselves in the same style including the jewelry; the only difference are the nose
rings- men wear 2 and women wear three. They are expert horticulturists among all the tribes of Orissa & the
weekly market is a bright example with the loads of vegetables, fruits & varieties of the products from the
hills.
Jan 26 Day 11 Rayagada – Goplapur (200 km / 5hrs) / Mayfair Goplapur (B,L)
This morning drive to Gopalpur en-route visiting Padmanavpur Textile village and Taptapani hot sulphur
springs. If the time permits, visit Jirang Tibetan Monastery.
We arrive at Gopalpur on Sea, an ancient seaport not often visited by tourists. Sand dunes, groves of coconut
palm and casuarinas separate the small town from the beach.
Jan 27 Day 12, Gopalpur – Chilka Lake – Bhubaneshwar (170 km 4.5hrs) / Mayfair Lagoon (B,L,D)
The drive, 1.5 hours through scenic countryside and attractive villages to Chilka Lake, in the heart of coastal
Orissa. The pear-shaped lake spreads over 1,100 sq km and is Asia's largest inland salt-water lagoon. It is
dotted with small islands and has an impressive array of bird life, both native and migrant.
White Bellied Sea Eagles, Greyleg Geese, Purple Moorhen, Jacana, herons and flamingos are among the many
species that make the lake a bird watcher's delight. Chilka, in fact, is home to one of the world's largest
breeding colonies of flamingos.
In addition to the birds, Chilka's shores are home to blackbuck, spotted deer, golden jackals and hyenas, and
the lake is rich in aquatic life - its waters harbor approximately 160 species of fish, crustaceans and other
marine creatures including the famous Chilka dolphin. Prawn, crab and mackerel fishing are an important
source of livelihood for the local people, and hundreds of small fishing boats set sail each morning to bring in
the day's catch from the lake. The Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve is home to India’s second largest pachyderm
population, so the chances of seeing herds of elephants are quite good, especially during the dry season.
Sunset and sunrise are memorable experiences here.
Enjoy a private boat ride on the lake to view the avian life and Kalijai Temple, abode of the presiding deity of
the lake, located on the tiny island. Afterwards, lunch at a local restaurant.
Continue the drive to Bhubaneswar. After hotel check in, we visit the Tribal Arts and Artifacts Museum (also
called Museum of Man), closes at 5 pm. The museum displays everything connected with the life of Orissa's
tribal people. Exhibition rooms of the museum are adorned with primitive murals and house traditional
costumes, jewelry and household appliances. In the museum are also housed hunting equipment such as
bows and arrows, axes, and traps for birds and fish, and a wide variety of indigenous tools, weapons and
ritual objects which indicate the life-style of the tribal people of Orissa. Currently housing about 2,247
artefacts, the museum is located in a 12-acres campus that is run by the Tribal Research and Training
Institute. Museum is home to dresses and ornaments, dokra items and weapons of offence.
Adivasi Mela This evening, attend Adivasi Mela (6-9 pm). This ancient and colorful festival showcases the art,
artifacts, culture, tradition, and music of the tribal people of Orissa. The Adivasi exhibition is the only one of
its kind in the country. The stalls at the mela displays and sells various handicrafts items made by the tribal
people. Several cultural, musical and dance programs are conducted as a part of the fair.

Though there will be food vendors at the fair, we do not advise eating here as the sanitation is not up to
standard. We will go to a local restaurant about 2-3 km from the fairgrounds for dinner (pay direct).
Jan 28 Day 13 Bhubneshwar / Mayfair Lagoon (B,L,D)
Bhubaneswar, the capital of the ancient kingdom of Orissa.
This morning we start with a visit to KISS (Kalinga Institute of Social Science) Institute, the largest residential
institute for tribal people in the world. More than 27000 poor tribal students live here and attend classes at
no cost. Visiting their school, we will see the eradication of poverty through education. All the students’
expenses are taken care By Dr Achuta Samanta, founder of this institute. (9.30 am to 10.30 am).
https://kiss.ac.in/
Afterwards we visit the Orissa State Museum. Orissa State Museum, which opened in 1938, has two life size
dancing welcome statues in Odissi dance posture at its entrance. Known and famed for its huge collection of
manuscripts on palm-leaves, the museum also houses archaeological objects, art and craft objects, natural
history objects, Bronze Age tools and stone sculptures. A palm leaf manuscript of the 12th century devotional
poem Gita Govinda can be viewed. By a collection of traditional and folk musical instruments and sculptures
of different shapes and sizes, the museum expresses the vivid history and cultural traditions of Orissa.
Then we visit some stunning temples clustered around the Bindusagar Tank. Of the original 7000, only 500
remain dating from the 7th to the 11th centuries.
Of these, the two most outstanding are the 11th century Lingaraja Temple that represents the peak of Orissa
art and the late 10th century beautifully decorated Muktesvara temple that belongs to the end of the phase of
temple building.
Close to the Mukteswara Temple is the Parsurameswara Temple, a small but richly decorated shrine of Shiva
that was built in the 7th century. It is one of the best preserved. It has sculptures featuring amorous couples,
animals and floral motifs.
We enjoy lunch at Crown Restaurant. Afterwards, we have a short walk through the local market and stop to
see a Baia Korakhai shop. Kora khai is a traditional food of Odisha. It is also one of the Chapana Bhoga (56
sweet delicacies) of Lord Jagannath. Bhubaneswar is famous for this preparation. (They are not making it
every day). If the few shops that make this offering are not preparing it today, it is still quite interesting to
visit these shops in the bazaar while walking through the old allies around the main temple. These alleys
house the Pandas (priests) of the various temples. We will probably be the only westerners here.
Adivasi Mela Onward to the festival grounds where you can browse the crafts booths, starting at 4 pm. This
ancient festival showcases the art, culture and traditions of the tribal people of Odisha. It is a wonderful
opportunity for interaction with the people of the various tribal communities visiting from neighboring states
and villages. Attend evening performances starting after 6 pm. Several music and dance programs are
presented. Each evening a different tribal group performs. We will go to dinner at the Hotel New Marion close
by as the mela food stalls are not safe for foreigners to eat.
Jan 29 Day 14 Bhubneshwar- Puri (100 km) / Mayfair Lagoon (B,L)
Depart at 8 am. On the way to Bhubaneswar, visit the 64 Yogini Temple in Hirapur. The temple dates to the
early ninth century. It is hypaethral (open to the sky, without a roof), and belongs to a genre of architecture
completely apart from the major Orissan School. Although it seems that temples of this type existed
throughout India at one time, today only four remain. Two of them are in Orissa; the shrine at Hirapur, and
one in the far western reaches of the state, at Ranipur-Jharial. Unlike Hindu temples, where gods or goddesses
are housed in the sanctum sanctorum with heavy gopuras, this temple, also called Mahamaya Temple, is a
circular temple without any roof. The temple is built in the shape of vagina (yoni), symbolizing mother
goddess. The way a child comes through the yoni of the mother, the material world comes into existence
through Mahamaya. Mahamaya is the Yoni.

Next is a stop in Dhauli village where the Kalinga warlord Ashok renounced bloody warfare and embraced the
teachings of Buddha. We visit the Peace Pagoda known as the Shanti Stupa built in early 1970 by Japanese
Buddhists. We also stop at two ancient rock edicts, today eclipsed by the presence of the Pagoda. Dating from
260 BC they outline Ashoka’s detailed instructions to his administrators to rule with gentleness and fairness.
The sculpted elephant atop the edict signifies the Mauryan Emperor Ashoka’s conversion to Buddhism after
his Kalinga victory.
Next is a visit to the colorful village of Pipili you can see Orissan Handicrafts, the specialty here is appliqué
work. The Craft involves embroidering and stitching of small pieces of colored cloth with flowers, animals,
village scene and traditional designs on to a larger base cloth. The cloth used for patch as well as base is
cotton with different color combinations. The usual appliqué patchwork items are Garden Umbrellas, Wallets,
Wall Hanging, lampshades, Pouches & Bags.
We will stop for lunch somewhere before arrival in Puri.
Onward to Puri, - one of the four holy abodes in India. Pre-Dravidian and pre-Aryan history relates that a
tooth of Buddha was temporarily enshrined in Puri before being moved to Sri Lanka, supporting the theory
that Buddhism prevailed in this area in the 12th century.
Shree Jagannath Temple, dedicated to Jagannath, a form of Vishnu (the Lord of the Universe), was believed to
have originally been a stupa. The present temple was rebuilt from the 10th century onwards, on the site of an
earlier temple, and begun by King Anantavarman Chodaganga Deva, the first of the Eastern Ganga Dynasty.
Unlike the stone and metal icons found in most Hindu temples, the image of Jagannath is made of wood and
ceremoniously replaced every twelve to nineteen years by an exact replica. The extraordinary form Jagannath
takes in this temple is said to be the unfinished work of the craftsman god, Vishvakarna. Angry with Vishnu,
he left his portrayal of the god incomplete.
Jagannath Temple is one of the Char Dham, (four abodes) a set of four pilgrimage sites. Hindus believe that
visiting these sites helps achieve Moksha (salvation). The Jagannath Temple contributed the word
‘Juggernaut’ to the English language.
Arrival is estimated to be about 3 pm. Check-in and short free time. We depart at 5:30 pm to visit Panda’s
Akara in Puri. Pandas are local priests in Puri. They have club houses called Akharas where they go to
unwind. The priests are known for their wresting skills but they also engage in dancing and music.
Dinner at hotel restaurant (pay direct).
Jan 30 Day 15 Puri –Konark – Puri (2.5 hrs drive) / Mayfair Heritage (B,L)
We depart at 5:30 am for a sunrise visit to Jagannath Temple, enjoying the morning light for excellent
photography opportunities. Vehicles are not permitted near the temple complex; we take cycle rickshaws
from the parking area. Return to the hotel for breakfast. (Those who do not wish to rise this early can just
meet us at breakfast.)
Afterwards, drive to the artisan village Raghurajpur (30 minutes) specializes in pattrachitrs – the art of
painting vivid colors on palm leaves. You will also see the ancient art of palm leaf etching used to illustrate
manuscripts in the 16th century. It was this technique that helped shape the Oriya script to its present
rounded form.
Afterwards drive one hour to Konark. Lunch at a local restaurant.
Then visit the Konark Temple - Chariot of The Sun God and UNESCO World Heritage Site, built by King
Langula Narasimha Deva in the thirteenth century A.D. in the golden era of Orissan art. Everyday the Sun God
rises from the lap of the blue ocean close by and casts his first gentle rays on the sanctum sanctorum and then

circles the temple during the course of the day, illuminating the three magnificent images of the morning Sun,
the mid-day sun and the setting sun.
As you approach the water, you will see rising from the golden sandy beach, one of the country’s most vivid
archeological treasures -- The Sun Temple. For a millennium, this temple has been a beacon to sailors at sea.
European soldiers referred to this edifice as the Black Pagoda to distinguish Konark’s temple from the
whitewashed Jagannath Temple in Puri. Despite the fact that the building now lies in ruins, the structure
retains much of its former magnificence.
Return to Puri for overnight (35 km. 40-50 min) and visit the new Sand Art Museum,
http://sudamsandartmuseum.com/sandmuseum.php
Dinner on your own at the hotel restaurant (pay direct).
Jan 31 Day 16: Puri - Bhubneshwar - Calcutta (or Delhi or Mumbai)-Depart (B)
Enjoy a leisurely morning and then we drive 1 hour back to Bhubaneswar for the flight to Kolkata 6E 7115
dep 13:05, arr 14:25. Upon arrival transfer to hotel near airport for wash and change; late night transfer to
International airport.
OR flight to Mumbai 6E 793 dep 12:55, arriving 15:30, OR to Delhi 6E 2256 depart 12:50, arrive 15:30. These
flight schedules are subject to change. Please do not book your international flight before checking with us.
Arrival Delhi or Calcutta: transfer to hotel near airport for wash/change. Arrival Mumbai, take hotel shuttle.
Departing Delhi or Calcutta, transfer to airport by private car; Departing Mumbai, transfer by hotel shuttle.
PRICE: $4290 per person based on min 4 people, Single room supplement: $1210
NEW: 2 single room supplement offered at 50% discount on first come basis if the group size is min 6 people.
Plus Airfares: (estimate/exact prices when booked): Kolkata – Vizag: $110 Bhubaneswar – Kolkata $110
or Bhubaneswar – Mumbai $125 or Bhubaneswar – Delhi $125
Extra Night in Calcutta (if you like to arrive early to rest): $85 twin share, $155 single room.
Private Transfer: $52 per car (if arriving prior to day 1 of the tour)
Includes:
Accommodation with breakfast:
2 nights Calcutta at Kenilworth Hotel http://www.kenilworthhotels.com/kolkata/
2 nights Jeypore at Hello Jeypore http://www.hellojeypore.com/
3 nights Jagdalpur at Naman Heights https://namanheights.com/
3 nights Rayagda at Sai International http://hotelsaiinternational.com/hotel-sai-international.html
1 night Gopalpur at Mayfair Gopalpur http://www.mayfairhotels.com/mayfair-gopalpur/
2 nights Puri at Mayfair Beach Resort http://www.mayfairhotels.com/mayfair-puri/
2 nights Bhubaneswar at Mayfair Lagoon http://www.mayfairhotels.com/mayfair-gopalpur/
Room for wash/change up til 10 pm
in Calcutta at Holiday Inn https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/us/en/kolkata/ccuap/hoteldetail
Or in Mumbai on last day Kohinoor Continental https://www.hotelkohinoorcontinental.com/
Or Delhi at Hotel Pride Plaza https://www.pridehotel.com/pride-plaza-hotel-aerocity-new-delhi-hotel/
Transport in A/C Toyota Innova or Toyota Tempo Traveler, depending on group size
All arrival / departure transfers as per Itinerary (arrival on day 1; departure on Day 16)
Professional Local Guide during sightseeing in Calcutta.
Accompanying Escort/Guide in Orissa from Bhubaneshwar to Raipur
Meals: daily breakfast, 14 lunches, 10 dinners
Entrances to Monuments/Museums, Boat Ride at Chilka

Still Camera Fees
Portage at hotels and domestic airports
Bottled water in the vehicle (2 liter bottles per day per person)
India Gov Service Tax 5%.
Does Not Include: International flight, travel insurance, visa fee, tips, expenditure of personal nature such as
laundry, telephone calls, drinks even during included meals.
Our Guide: Mr. Nimain Prasad Das has been guiding in all regions of India since 1989. From Bhubaneshwar,
Odisha, he holds an MA in Economics from Utkal University. He speaks fluent English, German, Hindi, & Odia.
OR Mr. Gouri Shankar has been guiding in Odisha, Chattisgarah and West Bengal since 2008. He is from
Odisha and graduated from Utkal University Bhubaneshwar in 1997 with a BA in LLB (law degree). He speaks
fluent English, Hindi and Odia.
NOTES: Odisha government for several years has not allowed any photography of people in the primitive
tribal areas, (Dongariya Kondh, Bonda and Gadhaba). This ban has just been lifted in February 2016. Please
be respectful when photographing so we do not want to lose this privilege again. If in doubt, ask your guide
for guidelines about proper etiquette. All photography and visits to the local markets depend on local police
clearance. The department requires us to inform DIB (District Intelligence Bureau) and local police in
advance with passport and visa details. Before going to market we will have to go to the local police station
and get the clearance. This will be done on the day of visit so we cannot commit in advance, though we will try
our best. Our guides are very well experienced, we hope to manage the photography in each village.
Entry formalities for Odisha: We are required to apply for a permit to enter Odisha, one month prior.
Therefore we need to have your passport scan and India visa at least 8 weeks prior.
Flights within India constantly change without much advance notice. Make sure your international departure gives
ample time for the possibility of a delayed arrival to your departure city.

